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We study experimentally the glass transition dynamics in quasi-two-dimensional suspensions of

colloidal ellipsoids, aspect ratio � ¼ 2:1, with repulsive as well as attractive interactions. For the purely

repulsive case, we find that the orientational and translational glass transitions occur at the same area

fraction. Strikingly, for intermediate depletion attraction strengths, we find that the orientational glass

transition precedes the translational one. By quantifying structure and dynamics, we show that quasi-long-

range ordering is promoted at these attraction strengths, which subsequently results in a two-step glass

transition. Most interestingly, within experimental certainty, we observe reentrant glass dynamics only in

the translational degrees of freedom.
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The microscopic underpinnings of glasses and the glass
transition continue to remain one of the grand challenges in
condensed matter physics [1]. There have been significant
advances in our understanding of the glassy state and
the approach to this state using model systems of colloids
with isotropic shape and/or interactions [2–6]. Although
particle shape strongly influences their packing [7], it is
only recently that experiments have probed its role in
glass transition phenomena [8,9]. In particular, quasi-
two-dimensional (2D) experiments on prolate colloidal
ellipsoids of intermediate aspect ratio � ¼ 6 and with
purely repulsive interactions show two glass transitions
[9]. The first corresponds to the orientational freezing of
particle dynamics and the second to their translational
freezing and is in qualitative agreement with experiments
on liquid crystals [10], molecular mode coupling theory
(MMCT) predictions, and computer simulations [11,12].
Nevertheless, even in 2D, experiments are yet to confirm
that ellipsoids with �< 2:5 show a single glass transition
as predicted by MMCT [13]. Apart from the rich phase
behavior resulting from particle shape anisotropy, recent
colloid experiments have shown that interaction anisotropy
can result in novel phases [14]. Interaction anisotropy is
likely to have wider relevance in the dynamics of gels
and glasses also [8,15]. It is well established that even
with isotropic short-range attraction, hard spheres show
rich reentrant glass phenomena [5,16]. At a fixed volume
fraction greater than the repulsive glass transition volume
fraction, a repulsive glass (RG) melts to an ergodic fluid
and forms a novel glass—attractive glass (AG)—at even
higher interaction strengths [5,16]. However, the conse-
quences of interaction anisotropy for reentrant glass
behavior are yet to be explored by theory, simulations
and experiments.

In this Letter, we demonstrate experimentally the key
role of particle shape and interaction anisotropy in
reentrant glass phenomena. Our system is comprised of
colloidal ellipsoids, � ¼ 2:1, interacting via a short-range
depletion interaction. Since the strength of the depletion
interaction between particles also depends on their local
curvature [17], for ellipsoidal particles this leads to an
anisotropic attractive interaction. Using a combination of
mode coupling theory (MCT) scaling arguments and the
size distribution and scaling of most-mobile particle
clusters, we first show that, without attraction, the orienta-
tional and translational glass transitions, �g

R and �g
T

respectively, occur at the same area fraction �. (Fig. 1).
Remarkably, onset of quasi-long-range ordering at inter-
mediate attraction strengths results in a two-step glass
transition with an intervening orientational glass regime
(Figs. 2–4).
Colloidal ellipsoids were synthesized using well-

established protocols [18]. The major and minor axes
were 2l ¼ 2:1 �m and 2w ¼ 1 �m with polydispersities
of 11% and 8%, respectively. We used sodium carboxyl
methyl cellulose (NaCMC, Fischer-Scientific, mol. wt.
700 000, rg � 60 nm) as the depletant. Suspensions of

ellipsoids in water, at suitable depletant concentration cp,

below the overlap concentration c� ¼ 0:11 mg=ml, were
loaded in wedge-shaped cells and left standing under grav-
ity to allow sedimentation to the 2D regions of the cell (see
the Supplemental Material [19]). For each cp, experiments

were done for at least six �’s ranging from 0:23<�<
0:84 [9]. Video microscopy was done using a 100X oil
immersion objective (Leica, Plan-Apochromat, numerical
aperature 1.4) at a frame rate of 5 frames per second for a
typical duration of 20 minutes. The center-of-mass
coordinates and the orientations of the ellipsoids were
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obtained using IMAGEJ and the data were analyzed using
standard MATLAB algorithms [20]. The spatial resolution
was found to be 60 nm and the angular resolution was 1�.

We first determined �g
R and �g

T for ellipsoids with

purely repulsive interactions (see the Supplemental
Material, movie 1 [19]). Unlike observations on ellipsoids
with � ¼ 6 [9], in our experiments, even after months,
we did not observe the formation of pseudonematic
domains even at the highest � ¼ 0:84 studied. Following
Refs. [9,21], we obtained the translational and orienta-
tional relaxation times, ��, with �, from the long-time
decay of the self-intermediate scattering function,

Fsðq; tÞ ¼ 1
N h

P
N
j¼1 e

iq�ðrjðtþt0Þ�rjðtÞÞi and the nth order dy-

namic orientational correlation function, LnðtÞ ¼
1
N h

P
N
j¼1 cosnð�jðtþ t0Þ � �jðtÞÞi, respectively [9]. Here,

N is the total number of particles, rjðtÞ and �jðtÞ are the

position and orientation of the jth ellipsoid at time t, t0 is
the lag time, q is the wave vector and the hi denotes time
averaging. Although at low �, Fsðq; tÞ and LnðtÞ decay
exponentially, at high �, both show a two-step relaxation
that is typical of glass-forming liquids [12,19,22]. The first

step corresponds to rattling of particles in cages formed by
their neighbors, the � relaxation, and the second to cage
rearrangements and the subsequent escape of particles, the
� relaxation [22].
The onset of caging was evidenced by nonexponential

relaxation in Fsðq; tÞ and LnðtÞ for � ¼ 0:73 (see the
Supplemental Material [19]). While at � ¼ 0:79,
Fsðq; tÞ decayed completely and LnðtÞ by � 25% over
700 s, for � ¼ 0:84, Fsðq; tÞ decayed by only about 20%
and LnðtÞ by � 7% over 4000 s (see the Supplemental
Material [19]). This suggests an ergodic-nonergodic tran-
sition with 0:79<�g

R;T < 0:84 (see the Supplemental

Material [19]). We determined �g from MCT scaling

analysis. As per MCT, as �g is approached, �� diverges

as ��ð�Þ / ð�g ��Þ�� where � ¼ 1
2a þ 1

2b [22]. Here a

and b are exponents in the critical decay law Fsðq; tÞ ¼
fq þ hqt

�a and the von Schweilder law Fsðq;tÞ¼
fq�hqt

b, respectively [9,12]. fq and hq are the plateau

height and amplitude. In our experiments we obtained b
from fits to Fsðq; tÞ and LnðtÞ. Owing to poor temporal
resolution in the early � regime, we obtained a from
Ref. [22]. Consistent with MCT predictions, we find that

��
�1=� is linear in � (Fig. 1(a)) for all q’s and n’s

studied. Strikingly, this scaling yields the same �g ¼
0:80� 0:01 for both translational and orientational
degrees of freedom (DOF). We have also determined
the ideal glass transition area fraction �0, where diffusive
dynamics cease, using the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher
model, �0 ¼ 0:89� 0:02 (see the Supplemental
Material [19]). �0 >�g and is in the vicinity of the

predicted value (�0 � 0:88) for bidisperse ellipsoids,
� � 2:2, in 2D [23].
To show that �g is indeed at 0:80� 0:01, we have

quantified the size distribution and scaling of the most-
mobile particle clusters. These clusters, believed to be
pathways for structural relaxation in supercooled liquids
and glasses [24], show qualitative trends with � across
�g [4,9]. To quantify these, we first determined devia-

tions from Gaussian dynamics using the non-Gaussian

parameter �2ðtÞ¼ h�rðtÞ4i
2h�rðtÞ2i�1 [4], which peaks in the

vicinity of the cage rearrangement time t�. Here �rðtÞ
is the particle displacement over time t. The coupling
between rotational and translational DOF can lead to
non-Gaussian effects in the lab frame for ellipsoids
even in the dilute limit [25]. We have verified that all
trends reported here are preserved in the body frame of
ellipsoids as well, where this coupling is absent. Both t�

and the peak amplitude �T;R
2 ðt¼t�Þ increase on appro-

aching �g [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. In the vicinity of �g and

beyond, absence of large cooperative cage rearrange-
ments can lead to a decrease in t� (see Refs. [4,9] and
the Supplemental Material [19]) and is consistent with
our observations of t��¼0:79 < t��¼0:76. Since �2ðtÞ is fairly
sensitive to noise, the increase in t� at � ¼ 0:84 is

FIG. 1 (color online). Solid and open symbols in all subplots
correspond to orientational and translational DOF, respecti-
vely. (a) ��

�1=� vs �. Here, �T ¼ 1:93 and �R ¼ 2:24.
(b) Translational non-Gaussian parameter �T

2 ðtÞ.
(c) Orientational non-Gaussian parameter �R

2 ðtÞ at various �’s.

(d) Top 10% translationally most-mobile (open blue circles) and
orientationally most-mobile (solid red circles) particles at � ¼
0:79. (e) hNci at different�’s. (f) hNci vs (�g-�). Lines in (a) and

(f) are linear and power law fits to the data, respectively.
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probably due to particle tracking errors from negligible
particle displacement that are comparable to the spatial
resolution in our experiments [19,26]. The top 10%
most-mobile particles over t� are found to be spatially
clustered [Fig. 1(d)]. Two most-mobile particles belong
to the same cluster if one ellipsoid, when expanded 1.4
times and maintaining its orientation, encompasses the
other’s center, subject to the condition that there is no
immobile ellipsoid between them. We find that a signifi-
cant fraction of orientationally most-mobile particles
are also translationally most-mobile and is consistent
with the absence of pseudonematic domains [Fig. 1(d)].
Analogous to observations on 3D colloidal glasses of
hard spheres [4], the weighted mean cluster size [27]

hNT;R
c i ¼ P

nn
2PðnÞ=PnnPðnÞ increases on approaching

�g and shows a sharp decrease beyond �g [Fig. 1(e)].

These observations confirm that 0:79<�g
T , �g

R<0:84

and is consistent with �g¼0:80�0:01 [Fig. 1(a)]. As

observed in Refs. [9,28], hNc
T;Ri / ð�g ��Þ�� [Fig. 1(f)].

Before we move on to colloidal ellipsoids with short-
range attraction, a little background on their spherical
counterparts will be useful here. For hard spheres with
short range depletion attraction (

rg
r < 0:15) [29], MCT

predicted the existence of an attractive glassy phase at
high attraction strengths and for densities �g <�<�A3

[29]. Here,�A3
is the density beyond which the distinction

between the repulsive and attractive glass vanishes. This
prediction was confirmed via dynamic light scattering
experiments on colloid-polymer mixtures which showed
reentrant behavior inFsðq; tÞ [5]. For a narrow range of�’s
with �>�g, and at low and high attraction strengths,

Fsðq; tÞ showed a two-step relaxation and only a partial
decay even at long times. Whereas, at intermediate attrac-
tion strengths, Fsðq; tÞ decayed completely with a shift in
�g to higher �’s. Though the short-time dynamics in

attractive glasses is dominated by bond breaking, recent
simulations have shown that analogous to repulsive glasses
structural relaxation at long times is still governed by cage
rearrangements [30].

In 2D the relationship between cp and attraction strength

U is not well understood [31]. Therefore for all cp’s

investigated here, we directly measured the change in

depth of the scaled depletion potential �u ¼ � �U
kBT

, aver-

aged over all orientations, with respect to cp ¼ 0, from

dimer life time measurements (see the Supplemental
Material [19] and Ref. [32]). Here kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. Figures 2(a) and 2(b),
shows Fsðq ¼ 5:6 �m�1; tÞ and L3ðtÞ for � � 0:79 � �g

for different �u’s, respectively. For �u ¼ 0 and �u ¼
1:47, both Fsðq; tÞ and L3ðtÞ show a two-step decay [inset
to Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. The larger plateau value at long
times for �u ¼ 1:47 implies a relatively stronger freezing-
in of long-wavelength collective density fluctuations [5].
However, for an intermediate value �u ¼ 1:16, while

Fsðq; tÞ decayed completely only a partial decay was
observed in LnðtÞ [Fig. 2(b)]. To determine if �g at inter-

mediate attraction strength has indeed shifted to a �>

RG�g, we performed the aforementioned MCT scaling for

all �u’s studied here. In line with theoretical predictions

[29], ��
�1=� is linear in � for attractive glasses also and

allows us to extract �g
R and �g

T [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)].

Strikingly, for �u ¼ 1:16 we observe a two-step glass
transition with �g

R ¼ 0:82� 0:01 and �g
T ¼

0:84� 0:01 [Fig. 2(c)]. For �u ¼ 1:47, �g
T reverts to a

lower � with �g
T ¼ 0:81� 0:01 and �g

R ¼ 0:81� 0:02

[Fig. 2(d)] (see the Supplemental Material, movie 2 [19]).
To further validate the above observations, we explored

the complete phase diagram in the (�, �u) plane with

�T;R
2 ðt ¼ t�Þ, Fsðq; t1Þ, and L3ðt1Þ as the quantifier of

particle dynamics. Here t1 denotes experimental time
duration. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the translational and
orientational phase diagram respectively, along with MCT
predicted glass transitions. Since sedimentation to the
2D regions of the cell was extremely slow for ellipsoids
with attractive interactions, we were unable to collect data
beyond � � 0:81. Overall, �T

2 ðt�Þ<�R
2 ðt�Þ, indicating

that orientational relaxations are relatively more hindered
compared to translational ones. While at low � and at
small �u’s, an ergodic phase was observed, for large
�u’s we found percolating networks of ellipsoids which
we identified as a gel phase (Supplemental Material,
movie 3 [19]) [5]. Most remarkably, at a fixed ��RG�g

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Fsðq ¼ 5:6 �m�1; tÞ and (b) L3ðtÞ
for�u ¼ 0 at� ¼ 0:79 (black squares), �u ¼ 1:16 at� ¼ 0:81
(red circles), �u ¼ 1:47 at � ¼ 0:81 (green triangles). Inset to
(a) and (b) —with expanded y axis shows two-step relaxation.
MCT scaling of �� for �u ¼ 1:16 (c) and �u ¼ 1:47 (d). Solid
and open symbols correspond to orientational and translational
scaling of ��, respectively. The lines are linear fits to the data.
The solid and dashed vertical lines in (c) and (d) denote �g

R and

�g
T , respectively.
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and with �u, while we observed a minimum in �T
2 ðt�Þ

[Fig. 3(a)] at intermediate attraction strengths, we do not
see this for �R

2 ðt�Þ [Fig. 3(b)]. This clearly implies a mel-

ting of the glass only in the translational DOF and is consi-
stent with our observations that in contrast to Fsðq;t1Þ
[Figs. 2(a) and 3(a)], Lnðt1Þ [Figs. 2(b) and 3(b)] shows
only a partial decay. Lending further credit to these
observations, while the MCT-predicted�g

T shows system-

atic reentrant behavior [Fig. 3(a)], within experimental
certainty, �g

R [Fig. 3(b)] does not.

Why do we see a two-step glass transition for intermedi-
ate �u?—To address this question, we quantified the
structure and body frame dynamics of ellipsoids for � �
RG�g with �u. The structure was isotropic for �u ¼ 0

[Fig. 1(d)]. For �u ¼ 1:16, however, depletion enhanced
lateral alignment of ellipsoids resulting in quasi-long range
ordering [Fig. 4(a)]. This was further evidenced by the
absence of the peak in pair correlation function, gðrÞ,
[Fig. 4(b)] and a higher value of static orientational corre-
lation function, g2ðrÞ [33], [Fig. 4(c)] at r

2w ¼ 1:7,

corresponding to perpendicular alignment of ellipsoids.
At higher �u’s, the longer bond-life time precluded the
ellipsoids from sampling various configurations and led to
small domain sizes (Supplemental Material, movie 2 [19]).
Consistent with the above observations, we find that diffu-
sivity along the long axis of ellipsoids is significantly
enhanced as compared to their short axis at �u ¼ 1:16
[Fig. 4(d)]. Thus, while interparticle attractions free up
volume and shift �g

T to a higher � ¼ 0:84� 0:01,

quasi-long-range ordering hinders rotational relaxation
and results only in a marginal shift in �g

R ¼ 0:82�
0:01. Further, we find that the orientationally most-mobile
particles are predominantly at interdomain boundaries and
the translationally most-mobile particles are in the ordered
regions [Fig. 4(a)] [9].
To conclude, our experiments highlight for the first time,

the crucial role of particle shape and interaction anisotropy
in reentrant glass phenomena. We have shown that 2D
suspensions of colloidal ellipsoids (� ¼ 2:1) with purely

FIG. 3 (color online). Phase diagram in (�u, �) plane. The
circles represent the �u and � at which experiments were
performed. (a) Translational DOF. (b) Orientational DOF. The
black circles denote Fsðq; t1Þ and L3ðt1Þ that decayed com-
pletely. The white circles denote Fsðq; t1Þ and L3ðt1Þ that
decayed partially. The color bar indicates the value of �2ðt ¼
t�Þ. �T;R

2 ðt�Þ for �’s in between experimental data points were

obtained from linear interpolation. Note the break in � axis at
� � 0:53. �g

T and �g
R, obtained from MCT scaling analysis,

are shown by squares in (a) and (b), respectively.

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Top 10% orientationally (solid) and
translationally (hollow) most-mobile particles at �u ¼ 1:16
and � ¼ 0:81. Subfigures (b)–(d) show �u ¼ 0 at � ¼ 0:79
by black squares, �u ¼ 1:16 at � ¼ 0:81 by red circles, and
�u¼1:47 at �¼0:81 by cyan triangles. (b) gðrÞ. (c) g2ðrÞ¼
hcosð2½�ð0Þ��ðrÞ�Þi. (d) Ratio of mean-squared displacements
along major and minor axis of ellipsoids.
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repulsive interactions show a single glass transition. This is
in qualitative agreement with MMCT predictions in 3D
[13]. Owing to the lack of pseudonematic ordering, we find
that an appreciable fraction of orientationally most-mobile
particles are also translationally most-mobile. Confirming
theoretical predictions [29], we found that MCT scaling
laws can be readily extended to systems with short-range
attraction as well. Interestingly, quasi-long-range ordering
is promoted at intermediate �u’s and results in a two-step
glass transition with an intervening orientational glass
regime. Although our experiments showed clear reentrant
behavior only in the translational DOF, it would be worth-
while to investigate the role of � on reentrant glass dyna-
mics. Further, it would be of immense interest to quantify
dynamics in the vicinity of the A3 singularity [6,29] in
glasses of ellipsoids. We expect our results to stimulate
further experiments, theory and simulations.
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